
One Click 2241 

Chapter 2241: Practice tens of millions of exercises 

"Tsk tsk." 

"The value of those low-level exercises is more suitable for prioritizing cultivation. After all, the level is 

low and the cultivation is fast." 

"Next, just practice these techniques." 

"By the way, the previous too basic exercises have not reached the founding level, but it should be fast 

too." 

There was a glimmer of expectation in Su Lang's eyes, and immediately 

Look at the martial arts villain in the mysterious black space. 

When setting up the formation in the Tianting Continent before, he practiced and completed a practice, 

and then placed a new practice. 

at this time. 

The speed of the one-click martial arts function has skyrocketed again. 

It's almost time for this too basic exercise to be completed. 

really. 

Didn't wait long. 

The system prompt appears! 

"Ding! "Crimson Zhu Yi Shen Tian Tu" has reached the founding level!" 

Immediately after. 

The profound meaning of the skill was integrated into Su Lang's soul and body, making him stronger 

again. 

"Hehe." 

"It's so refreshing." 

"Next, let's start a large-scale practice exercise!!!" 

With a tick at the corner of Su Lang's mouth, he immediately began to practice those low-level 

exercises! 

Suddenly! 

One after another, the system prompts the appearance of crazy animals like ghosts! 

"Ding! "Flying Wolf Axis" has reached the founding level!" 
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"Ding! "The Secret Map of the Fiery Sun" has reached the founding level!" 

"Ding! "Galloping Magic" has reached the founding level!" 

"Ding!......" 

Starting from the practice of body tempering level, you can practice one book for one hundred millionth 

of a millisecond! 

After the practice is completed, under the function of the gong method melting pot, they are directly 

integrated into the main body of the ten thousand law into one gong method, and then they are directly 

promoted to the primordial level by the top of the practice method! 

Suddenly. 

One hundred...ten thousand...ten million...! 

A huge amount of exercises have been practiced to the primordial level, directly reaching the founding 

level! 

Although there are a large number of repetitive meanings in these exercises, resulting in relatively 

meagre benefits, the victory lies in the large number and fast practice! 

In a flash. 

Su Lang felt that countless exercises and profound meanings formed chaotically flowing out of his body 

and soul. 

These warm currents continuously strengthened and promoted his already terrifying body. 

Moreover, he continued to blend into his soul, making him grasp a lot of profound meaning instantly. 

He has mastered most of these profound meanings. 

But there are always some minor details that I have never noticed. 

At this point, it's all made up! 

"Ah~ I have practiced tens of millions of exercises again, it's beautiful!" 

"It turns out that these profound meanings still have such details!" 

"Lying down, this kind of profound meaning can still be used like this, it's amazing!" 

"Well, this passive spiritual enhancement technique is really good. It has increased my spiritual power by 

one millionth!" 

"..." 

Su Lang felt that the profound meaning of the universe he mastered was constantly being perfected, 

approaching perfection and perfection, and his face was instantly intoxicated! 

In the next period of time. 

He continued to practice exercises. 



From Body Tempering Realm, Martial Artist Realm, Martial Master Realm... to Wushen, Wuxian, Wudi, 

Great Emperor, Godless Level! 

All the exercises have been practiced by him to the founding level. 

And the higher the level, the greater the benefits it brings! 

Su Lang almost grasped all the profound meaning in the boundless universe in his heart. 

In addition to the solid foundation of his body, he has also reached the pinnacle of understanding the 

profound meaning of the universe! ! 

Simultaneously. 

Su Lang's strength is also rising further! ! 

When all the godless-level exercises and the lower-level exercises are completed. 

The number of basic cells in his body has risen from ten thousand gai to more than sixty thousand gai! 

Except besides. 

His spiritual power is also constantly rising, and the detection range of his divine consciousness has 

reached the level of 100 million light years! 

This has surpassed the ordinary half-step eternal powerhouse! 

"Next!" 

"It's time to practice too basic exercises again!" 

Su Lang's gaze fell on those techniques that were too elementary. 

These exercises originated from the powers of the Emperor Underworld, as well as from the Buddhism 

of Tianmi Mainland. 

among them. 

The exercises obtained from Mi Ling Buddha are obviously stronger. 

Especially those special Buddhist supernatural powers, such as the Tianzu Tong, Tianyan Tong, and Tian 

Er Tong displayed by Mi Ling, Bailian and others! 

Chapter 2242: Half-step eternal power 

And while reading these Buddhist techniques. 

Su Lang accidentally discovered that Tianzutong has a more advanced form called'Shenjingtong'! 

Its ability is similar to that of Su Lang's clone replacement and clone dispatch, and it can show up 

somewhere wherever it wants. 

Of course, the premise is that there is an anchor! 
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There are also many forms of anchor points, which can be the marks they have planted, the countless 

believers of their own, and even the spatial coordinates that have been determined! 

And this supernatural power is already in the category of eternal state. 

Along with the "Shenzhen Tong", there is also the "Hexintong", which is also a supernatural power of the 

eternal realm! 

"Lying down." 

"Unexpectedly, the inheritance of Buddhism is so powerful!" 

"Is there a Buddhist expert who passed the eternal realm in the boundless universe?" 

"Or, it is from the rest of the natural universe!?" 

"..." 

Su Lang thought of this, and his eyes suddenly stared. 

If Buddhism came from other natural universes. 

That means that it is not only the Genming universe that is connected to the boundless universe, but 

also other universes! 

"hiss!!" 

"If this is the case, things will be complicated!" 

"However, the Tianmi Buddhism has been around for so long, at least nearly tens of billions of years, 

and the universe that may exist has never appeared." 

"In addition, the boundless universe has suffered a catastrophe, and the possible universe has never 

appeared." 

"In this way, it is not certain whether that universe exists." 

"The source of Buddhism may be elsewhere..." 

Su Lang thought in his heart, and immediately shook his head, throwing his distracting thoughts out of 

the clouds. 

then. 

While placing a book of exercises, he continued to arrange formations on the Tianmi Continent. 

As for the Buddhist supernatural powers of the eternal realm? 

He planned to go to the exile and practice with the flow of time. 

Time passed slowly. 

Su Lang practiced one book after another, and finally arranged all the necessary formations! 

Same as Tianting Continent. 



The Tianmi Continent was also completely wrapped up by the formation! 

"Tsk tut!" 

"Finally done!" 

Su Lang laughed, then rubbed his hands and let out a few sighs of relief. 

Arranging the formation all the time, although it doesn't consume much effort, it also consumes energy. 

A moment of rest. 

Su Lang called up his attribute panel. 

[Name]: Su Lang 

[Race]: human 

[Qualification Level]: Turbidity 

[Realm level]: Qiyan Taichu 

[Attack level]: Half-step eternal- 

[Defense level]: Half-step eternal- 

[Shenfa Level]: Half-step eternal- 

[Endurance level]: Half-step eternal- 

[Spirit Level]: Realm of Pure Nirvana++ 

[Mastering the exercises]: Infinite Heart Sutra, "Ten Thousand Laws into One: Infinite Profound 

Meaning" (eternal level, founding) 

[Activated system functions]: One-key practice function (level 50), one-key martial arts function (level 

50), clone dispatch function (level 49), one-key treasure hunt function (level 48), one-key alchemy 

function (level 15) ), one-key refining function (level 15), one-key refining function (level 15), one-key 

synthesis function (level 15), one-key empowerment function (level 25), one-key strengthening function 

(level 10), one Key decomposition function (no level) 

"Conventional power is half a step in the eternal state!!" 

"Hahaha, although it's slightly worse than the ordinary half-step eternal, but with my weapons and 

mystery, I can fight against the half-step eternal strong without the Infinity!" 

"If I use the Boundless Number, I can easily kill a half-step Eternal Realm powerhouse!" 

"In addition, the strength of my clones is about the same as mine!" 

"Hey, even if you use Baiying clones, the clones are at the level of nine generations!" 

"I'm dear, there are more than 14,000 avatars of the Nine Evolution Stage, hahaha, this is absolutely 

unprecedented!" 



"..." 

Looking at his attribute panel, Su Lang laughed so badly that his face was almost broken! 

It can be said. 

He who has cultivated to this level, and has mastered the Infinity, is completely invincible under the 

eternal realm! 

"The feeling of becoming stronger is great!" 

"Next, it is time to transfer the Tianmi Continent to the vicinity of the Tianmi Continent and merge it into 

the Tianmi Continent." 

"At that time, I will let the evil spirits control the advancement speed of Tianmi Continent, and I can 

continue to practice in the exile!" 

"Hey, it's a refreshing thing to have a strong subordinate to help with things!" 

Su Lang stretched his waist very happily, and then with a happy mood, he began to transfer Tianmi 

Continent! 

Chapter 2243: Move Tianmi Continent 

The formation on top of Tianmi Continent. 

In fact, it was a bit stronger than the formation on the Tianting Continent. 

Because he has obtained all the collections of Buddha Mi Ling, including the countless array texts of Tian 

Mi Buddhism! 

The key is that he has mastered a more comprehensive cosmic profundity, and his formation has also 

been improved. 

at this time. 

Su Lang conducted a final check on the formation method, looking at the biting evil and others. 

"His Majesty!!" 

Seeing Su Lang looking over, Qixie and other strong men bowed their heads in surrender. 

"Everyone!" 

"Next, we are going to transfer the Tianmi Continent!" 

"You guys get ready!" 

Su Lang looked around at everyone, and once again gave out a large amount of recovery medicine to 

reward everyone. 

"Thank your majesty for the generous gift!!" 

Everyone was rewarded and was immediately excited! 
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Immediately after. 

"Tian Mi move the big formation, open!!" 

With a thought in Su Lang, he immediately activated the formation that enveloped the entire Tianmi 

Continent. 

Suddenly. 

The scene that had appeared on the Tianting Continent appeared again on the Tianmi Continent. 

Countless heaven and earth energy was madly extracted by Tian Mi's large array, forming a series of sky 

pillar-like energy tornadoes! 

The entire formation that obscures the sky and sun shines with unimaginable light! 

The remaining intelligent creatures on Tianmi Continent saw this scene, and they only felt that the end 

of the world was coming! 

They were terrified, some running around like headless flies, and more standing there, motionless! 

Because most people know that under this level and range of power, no one can escape. 

It is a blessing, not a curse, but a curse cannot be avoided. 

The intelligent creatures participating in Tianmi Continent are waiting quietly for the verdict of fate. 

at this time. 

The ‘fulcrum lever’ of Tianmi’s shifting array started to work. 

The profound meaning of shuttle space has also begun to work! 

Su Lang urges the Boundless, to go all out to perform the "World Heavenly Witch Fulcrum" exercise! 

Numerous spatial ripples appeared around the Tianmi Continent, slowly wrapping them all! 

Immediately after. 

The power of the Boundless Space and the Tianmi Shifting Array far beyond the half-step eternal realm 

was amplified by the fulcrum lever, which instantly shook the entire Tianmi continent! 

Suddenly. 

Endless spatial ripples bloomed from the Tianmi Continent, instantly sweeping away the cosmic void of 

trillions of light-years! 

Soon. 

Just like when the Tianting Continent was transferred, the space around Tianmi Continent also began 

to'soften' and'collapse' to form a space folding tunnel! 

When the space folding tunnel is completely formed. 



The Tianmi Continent instantly disappeared from the original place, and appeared near the extremely 

distant Tianmen Continent! 

boom--! ! 

Another incomparably powerful and vast spatial ripples bloomed. 

Tianmeng above the mainland. 

In the Heavenly Void Realm, there was a burst of rapid announcements again! 

"note!" 

"Announcement: The Mi Ling Buddha has been beheaded by His Majesty Su Lang, the emperor of the 

Universe, and Tian Mi Continent can be conquered and returned!" 

"Announcement: At present, Tianmi Continent has been transferred to the vicinity of Tianmen 

Continent, this continent will soon merge with Tianmen Continent, so stay tuned!" 

After the announcement. 

Countless creatures have not even recovered from the joy of Su Lang regaining the Tianting Continent, 

they ushered in even more intense ecstasy! 

"What, Tianmi Continent has also been recovered!?" 

"Hahaha, great, great! We have regained three continents!!" 

"His Majesty Su Lang is really too tough, and the Tianting Continent has only been conquered for a 

while, and he directly regained the Tianmi Continent!" 

"His Majesty Su Lang is the strongest and most perfect man in my heart. It is a blessing to have His 

Majesty Su Lang standing in our sky!" 

"Hey, next, is it the turn of the Tianxuan Continent? Will our Boundless Realm be complete again!!" 

"Admiration Su Lang, Su Lang is the strongest, Su Lang is the strongest in the universe!" 

"..." 

Countless warriors were extremely excited, talking tirelessly, and they didn't know if their saliva was dry. 

at the same time. 

Near the Tianmen mainland. 

After the Tianmi Continent shuttled out of the space folding tunnel, it steadily stopped in the void. 

Chapter 2244: Mi Ling's life universe 

the whole process. 

No creature died because of it. 

"finished!!" 
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"The Tianmi Continent has also successfully transferred over!" 

"Great, being able to participate in the movement of Tianmi Continent is really enough for me to blow 

for a lifetime!" 

"Yeah, such miracles, without Your Majesty Su Lang, even if we have more than half-step eternal realm 

powerhouses, we would never have done it!" 

"His Majesty Su Lang's methods are really unfathomable. I am afraid that after being promoted to the 

realm of eternity, he will be one of the best. I must closely follow His Majesty Su Lang!" 

"..." 

In the Boundless Space, the top warriors in the Boundless Universe exclaimed in excitement, and the 

respect for Su Lang in their hearts was beyond words. 

And Evil Devouring has completely become one of them, becoming a fanatical supporter of Su Lang. 

at this time. 

"Everyone." 

"Start moving Tianmi Continent!" 

Su Lang's voice reached everyone's ears, and everyone suddenly became quiet, ready to move on to the 

mainland! 

Soon. 

Su Lang once again activated the Tianmi Movement Array, generating an advancing force. 

Slowly. 

The incomparably vast Tianmi Continent began to slowly advance in the boundless void and flew 

towards the Tianmi Continent. 

"Evil Devouring!" 

"This is the secret key to the Tianmi shifting array!" 

"You, together with Yanxingxing, Jiang Wenzheng, Qin Song...and others, are responsible for controlling 

the speed of the Tianmi continent!" 

"Remember, don't go wrong!" 

Su Lang looked at Evil Devouring and gave him a secret key to the formation technique. 

"Yes!" 

"Biting evil will live up to the high hopes of His Majesty Su Lang!!" 

Ji Xie immediately agreed respectfully and accepted the secret key. 

"Ok." 



"Next, I am going to practice." 

"When the Tianmi Continent and the Tianmen Continent merge, I will appear again." 

Su Lang nodded faintly, and immediately used the clone dispatch and replacement, and directly entered 

the exile! 

And Qi began to humblely cooperate with Yanxingxing and others to control the direction and speed of 

Tianmi continent. 

The other side. 

The Tianting Continent also has Golden Crow Dongfang too much control. 

Soon after, the three continents will merge! 

By the time. 

Sulang will have a wider territory and more population. 

The Celestial Void Realm will expand further, enveloping three continents, absorbing the energy of all 

continents to supply the land of exile! 

By the time. 

The energy concentration of the heaven and the earth in the exile will increase crazily and become a 

more suitable dojo for cultivation! 

At this moment. 

In the land of exile. 

Su Lang appeared alone on top of a giant mountain. 

On this ordinary giant peak, a waterfall formed by spiritual liquid has been condensed, which is 

spectacular. 

"It's time to continue practicing!" 

"Emperor Yuan Mingzhou may leave the customs at any time, I can't be careless!" 

A dignified look rose in Su Lang's eyes, and immediately began to deal with the fragments of Mi Ling 

Bald Donkey's primordial body! 

As a half-step eternal realm powerhouse, the limit exists in the beginning. 

Mi Ling's body contained a very large universe of life and numerous small worlds. 

Among them, the life universe has been collected into the storage space by the perfect plundering 

function. 

Those small crystal wall worlds are contained in the fragments of the body of the beginning. 

"Let's transfer the universe of life first!" 



Su Lang blinked, and took out the life universe of Mi Ling Bald Donkey from the storage space! 

Divine mind penetrated into it. 

I saw that the universe of life on this side was extremely huge! 

It was simply the largest man-made world that Su Lang had ever seen, almost comparable to his ten life 

universe blessed and improved by countless exercises! 

After all, this is the universe of life that Mi Ling Bald Donkey has polished for billions of years! 

And in the universe of life, there is an extremely mature civilization system. 

Of course, it is Tianmi Buddhism who cultivates civilization, and all cultivators are cultivating for Mi Ling 

bald donkey. 

These creatures are the tools with the least freedom! 

at this time. 

Even the Mi Ling bald donkey is dead. 

Many believers felt the death of Mi Ling, panicked, but still went to worship Mi Ling bald donkey, even 

though they didn't have any eggs at all. 

These living beings who have become the capital of Shanglai have been thoroughly brainwashed long 

ago. 

"Can live in Mi Ling's universe of life." 

"All the best believers!" 

Chapter 2245: One trillion crystal wall world 

"..." 

Su Lang thought silently in his heart. 

Xuan even activated the Mingguang Ten Thousand Realms Emperor Jing. 

Forcibly reversed the consciousness of those creatures and turned them into their own fanatics. 

Suddenly! 

Endless incense aspiration power entered Su Lang's virtual spirit universe, condensed into three special 

incense aspiration power crystals in the emptiness of dragon vein heaven! 

"This incense is really scary!" 

Su Lang nodded slightly, and then began to prepare the crystal wall world that could accommodate this 

life universe. 

Because this universe of life is really too big! 
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Only relying on a single crystal wall world, even the crystal wall world that Su Lang actively promoted, 

could not contain it. 

therefore. 

Su Lang's gaze fell on techniques like "Universal Returning to One Picture"! 

The function of this method is to permanently fuse many crystal wall cells together to form a single large 

crystal wall cell. 

But the disadvantage is that the total number of crystal wall cells will decrease, which is equivalent to 

self-chopping the foundation. 

but. 

Su Lang currently has the function of ‘top of exercises’ and can practice a large number of exercises. 

And directly promote to the primary level exercise method, thereby greatly increasing the number of 

own cells! 

at this time. 

The number of his crystal wall cells has reached a terrifying number of more than 60,000 gai, which is 

several thousand times that of the ordinary Taichu! 

Using a few crystal wall cells to fuse into larger crystal wall cells will hardly have any effect on him. 

"let's start!" 

"Yuhua Guiyi·Rong!" 

With a thought in Su Lang's heart, he immediately began to revolve the profound meaning of "Yuhua 

Guiyi Tu". 

Suddenly. 

In the vicinity of the Dantian universe. 

Among those crystal wall cells that had been continuously promoted by Su Lang many times, some 

crystal wall cells began to fuse with each other! 

In a blink of an eye. 

A huge crystal wall cell appeared beside the living universe. 

It is only a little smaller than the Dantian universe, it is almost the second universe of life! 

Next. 

Su Lang put the life universe of Mi Ling Buddha into this huge crystal wall world. 

In a blink of an eye. 

The world barrier of this life universe and the world barrier of Su Lang's crystal wall cells merged with 

each other, completely becoming Su Lang's inner world. 



boom! 

The extremely majestic power of the world poured into Su Lang's body! 

This made his combat power once again strengthened! 

"Tsk tut!" 

"This is so special, it's simply my eleventh life universe, it's just that there are no core fragments of the 

boundless world." 

Su Lang felt the more majestic power in his body, and the corner of his mouth suddenly twitched, 

revealing a satisfied smile. 

Soon. 

His gaze shifted to the crystal wall world of Buddha Mi Ling again. 

There are so many crystal wall worlds of Buddha Mi Ling! 

Because he himself is taking the incense way that desperately needs population! 

Like the ancestor of the cultivation line, he is also a half-step eternal realm strong, but he contains only 

close to 100 million crystal wall cells. 

And the crystal wall cells of the world contained in Buddha Mi Ling's body, there are actually a trillion! ! 

It is 10,000 times that of a warrior of the same level! 

"Lying down!" 

"This Mi Ling is too crazy!" 

"There are 100 billion crystal wall worlds that support believers!" 

"This is so special, how many intelligent creatures must there be in it!?" 

Su Lang looked at the crystal wall world in the fragments of Mi Ling's primordial body, and couldn't help 

but tsk. 

Soon. 

He carefully checked these crystal wall worlds. 

Found that in most of these worlds, there is only a thin layer of floating continents 

——Obviously, it is a simple continent built by Buddha Mi Ling himself. 

The resources on these humble floating continents are extremely poor, and countless believers are living 

in dire straits. 

Because the resources produced in the barren world are completely insufficient to meet the needs of 

the entire world. 



It is impossible for believers to kill each other, so they can only pray for Mi Ling to reward them with 

resources that can keep them alive. 

Except for these simple man-made continents. 

In a small part of the world, there are relatively complete continents, mostly broken pieces of the 

planet, on which there are relatively good believers. 

There are more than 60 billion in this type of world! 

The least is the crystal wall world with a complete planet. 

There are only 1.8 billion such worlds! 

Chapter 2246: 150,000 trillion times the training speed 

but. 

Regardless of the number of 1.8 billion compared to the number of one trillion, it is very rare. 

In fact, 1.8 billion is already a super abnormal number! 

This means that Buddha Mi Ling has taken so many life planets from the boundless universe in billions of 

years! 

Of course, there may also be cosmic planets he created or robbed believers. 

no matter what. 

This number has been extremely abnormal. 

Before Su Lang killed a lot of Jiuyan Taichu and Bayan Taichu, he only got tens of millions of planets. 

"One trillion crystal wall world!" 

"It's so frantic!" 

"However, this is the cruelty of the world!" 

"The destiny of the weak will be arbitrarily controlled by the strong, even without knowing it, being kept 

in the dark for a lifetime!" 

"..." 

Su Lang sighed with emotion, shook his head, and then began to collect the continents and planets in 

these crystal wall worlds. 

With his current strength, it is very simple to do this kind of work. 

In a short time, Su Lang searched all the crystal wall world. 

All the planets and floating continents were taken into his crystal wall world by him. 

Suddenly. 
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In addition to the ten life universes, Su Lang also has more than one trillion crystal wall worlds 

containing countless creatures. 

Immediately after. 

Su Lang used the Mingguang Ten Thousand Realms Emperor Jing to transform all the creatures in these 

crystal wall worlds into his own believers. 

After doing all this. 

He opened up all his crystal wall worlds, and poured the heaven and earth energy of the Exile into them! 

Suddenly. 

Countless crystal wall worlds are full of heaven and earth energy, become vigorous, and resources 

become abundant. 

Those believers have also gotten better. 

Soon. 

Su Lang's eyes fell on his cultivator and martial artist. 

Both the one-key training function and the one-key martial arts function have reached level 50, and the 

speed has doubled again! 

The time required for his cultivation and martial arts has also become shorter! 

"At my current practice speed of 150,000 trillion times." 

"It won't take much time to condense the time rules of the Eight Evolvement Realm and break through 

to the Eight Evolve Realm!" 

"It will be a breakthrough soon, hehe!" 

"By the way, there are still exercises to practice!" 

"The exercises previously practiced have reached the founding level, and it's time to place a brand new 

too basic exercise!" 

"..." 

While thinking about it, Su Lang placed a new copy of Yuanming Universe’s Nine Evolution Experts' 

exercises. 

Immediately after. 

He began his training journey! 

In the process of waiting for the accumulation of cultivation base. 

Su Lang was not idle, but continued to actively promote his crystal wall cells. 

Although he has the ‘crystal wall universe function’, he can directly use his cultivation to form the crystal 

wall universe. 



But the more you upgrade the Crystal Wall world now, the less cultivation base will be consumed at that 

time. 

In short, efforts are not in vain, but useful! 

Time passed slowly. 

Su Lang is constantly accumulating and preparing for breakthroughs. 

The two continents are constantly approaching the Tianmen continent and are about to merge. 

And above the Tianxuan continent! 

"died!!" 

"Mi Ling is dead!" 

"That little bunny Su Lang really went to kill Mi Ling, and he really killed him!" 

"After all, Mi Ling is also a half-step Eternal Realm powerhouse. After getting my reminder, he should be 

able to escape the catastrophe." 

"Unexpectedly, he was still dead, dead in Su Lang's hands!" 

"Damn Su Lang!" 

"..." 

Emperor Zhou looked at the mirror in his hand. 

This mirror is what she used to contact Mi Ling Buddha. 

But at this time, this mirror has completely lost its color, as if it was carved from the most common gray 

rock. 

This means that the Mi Ling Buddha is dead! 

Moreover, it is completely dead and cannot be resurrected by any means! 

The fall of a half-step eternal realm made the Emperor Zhou feel cold and terrified! 

"Fortunately, I have the hair left by my husband." 

"Otherwise, I will die in Su Lang's hands." 

"Hu...Su Lang, I will definitely not let you go!" 

"..." 

Indestructible Emperor Zhou sighed bitterly, and immediately continued to use the time avenue array to 

arrange the natural universe shuttle! 

Chapter 2247: The natural universe space-time channel opens 

have to say. 
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The passage through the natural universe is too difficult to arrange. 

Even if there are ready-made formations refined by the eternal strong, the immortal Emperor Zhou will 

take a lot of time! 

after a while. 

The immortal Emperor Zhou finally completed this big project! 

"Humph!" 

"Su Lang, my time avenue array is finished, and the natural universe shuttle channel is about to open!" 

"As long as you have all kinds of methods, it is definitely not the opponent of the half-step eternal realm 

strong under my husband!" 

"I don't believe it, you can beat ten or even dozens of half-step eternal realms!" 

"..." 

A trace of hatred and killing intent flashed in the eyes of the Immortal Emperor Zhou. 

Immediately after. 

She came to the middle of the huge natural universe channel array! 

This altar occupies a very large area. 

It consists of thousands of arrays centered on the main array, forming a circular array with a diameter of 

one hundred thousand light years! 

The passage between the two natural universes must be opened up. Nature is no small matter. The 

formation of a hundred thousand light-years in diameter is not an exaggeration at all. 

Standing on the top of the middle altar. 

The Immortal Emperor Zhou sat on the ground, adjusting his state. 

After a while. 

"The rule of time is the guide, the Avenue of Time travels through the universe, open it for me!" 

Emperor Zhou suddenly opened his eyes, pinched the tactics with both hands, and unfolded his whole 

body's time rules without reservation, paying attention to the formation at his feet! 

Instant time! 

A strange wave is coming from the array! 

That is a breath that exceeds the level of time rules, the real road of time! 

but. 

This time avenue feels incompatible with the boundless universe, as if it shouldn't exist. 



at this time. 

After the time avenue breathed out. 

Countless strange patterns suddenly appeared over the entire Tianxuan continent. 

These weird lines appear to be twisted, like a glass heart. 

And countless twisted lines, covering the entire sky. 

Then, centered on the time avenue natural universe shuttle array where the immortal emperor is 

located, spread from the sky to the ground! 

Immediately after. 

These lines and the edges of the formations are connected to each other, forming a strange cylindrical 

twisted channel. 

as time flows. 

Emperor Zhou constantly urged the formation. 

The distortion of those weird lines gradually became smaller, and finally approached a straight line. 

Simultaneously. 

The cylindrical channel formed by these lines also extends infinitely beyond the Tianxuan continent until 

it touches the cosmic barrier of the boundless universe! ! 

At this point. 

The lines forming the cylindrical channel are completely transformed into straight lines. 

It's like a channel made up of an infinite number of parallel lines. 

And these "parallel lines" are actually the appearance of the power of time and space. 

"finished!" 

"The docking of Time and Space Avenue!!" 

"Next, take the words of the husband, return to Yuanming Universe, lead reinforcements to kill Su Lang, 

and retake those continents!" 

A bit of killing intent flashed in the Immortal Emperor's Eye, and the shuttle function of the channel was 

immediately activated! 

Suddenly! 

An extremely majestic, yet gentle and gentle force of time and space acted on the Immortal Emperor 

Zhou. 

Her body seems to have turned into countless ‘parallel lines’, gradually blending into the huge passage 

of time and space! 



quickly. 

The body of Emperor Zhou disappeared completely! 

And the Time Avenue Array began to absorb the energy of heaven and earth on its own, and rely on its 

own stored energy to maintain the passage between the two natural universes! 

It was at the same time that the Immortal Emperor Zhou left the boundless universe and returned to the 

Yuanming universe. 

In the land of exile. 

"Hey!" 

"The cultivation base is full again, so we can condense deeper time rules!" 

Su Lang looked at his mysterious black space, the cultivator with his whole body turned into gold, and 

couldn't help showing an excited smile. 

Immediately after. 

"system!" 

"Give me the rules of Ba Yantai primary time!" 

Su Lang's eyes flashed, and his thoughts moved, and he gave instructions. 

The next moment. 

Countless cultivation bases disappeared. 

An even more difficult and obscure ‘past’ time rule has been incorporated into Su Lang’s soul! 

Chapter 2248: Breakthrough, Bayan Primordial Realm 

This is the time rule of the Bayan Realm! 

When these extremely difficult and obscure rules merged into Su Lang's soul, they merged into the 

Eighth Life Universe again, and spread to the surrounding crystal wall world! 

In a blink of an eye. 

There are a large number of crystal wall cells integrated into the time rules of the eight evolving realms. 

Simultaneously. 

There is also a part of the time rule integrated into the previous seven life universes and countless 

crystal wall cells, further improving the time rule of their integration! 

In a short time. 

Su Lang has completed a breakthrough process that traditional early cultivators need many years to 

complete! 

And his cultivation realm has officially reached the realm of the Bayan Prime Beginning! 
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"Breakthrough!" 

"Eight Yan Realm!" 

"Next, hit the Nine Eternal Realm, half a step into the Eternal Realm, then let the rules of time merge 

into the cells of the whole body, and begin to condense the Avenue of Time!" 

"As for the creation of the crystal wall world, in the case of insufficient cultivation, it can be temporarily 

slowed down." 

"..." 

Su Lang's eyes flashed with thoughtful light, and he immediately called up his attribute panel. 

[Name]: Su Lang 

[Race]: human 

[Qualification Level]: Turbidity 

[Realm level]: Bayan Taichu 

[Attack level]: Half-step eternal 

[Defensive level]: Half-step eternal 

[Shenfa level]: Half-step eternal 

[Endurance Level]: Half-step eternal 

[Spirit Level]: Realm of Pure Nirvana++ 

[Mastering the exercises]: Infinite Heart Sutra, "Ten Thousand Laws into One: Infinite Profound 

Meaning" (eternal level, founding) 

[Activated system functions]: One-key practice function (level 50), one-key martial arts function (level 

50), clone dispatch function (level 49), one-key treasure hunt function (level 48), one-key alchemy 

function (level 15) ), one-key refining function (level 15), one-key refining function (level 15), one-key 

synthesis function (level 15), one-key empowerment function (level 25), one-key strengthening function 

(level 10), one Key decomposition function (no level) 

"All aspects have officially entered half-step eternity." 

"The time rule is weaker, and it can be made up for with the help of the time rule of Eastern Taiyi or Evil 

Devouring by Infinity." 

Su Lang twitched the corner of his mouth, smiled in satisfaction, then closed his eyes and continued to 

practice. 

at this time. 

He noticed that the incense aspiration that poured into his virtual spirit universe had obviously 

increased. 



And in the three void dragon worlds, more souls appeared, and more incense and wish power crystals 

were produced! 

"These three void dragon veins have already accumulated a large amount of special aspiration crystals." 

"Among them, the special aspiration crystallization in the purple golden gourd void dragon vein world is 

completely enough for it to evolve." 

"Before the transfer of Mi Ling's life universe and crystal wall world, those special aspirations will be 

enough for it to evolve to the Jiuyan Primordial Stage." 

"At this time, the incense is willing to crystallize more, and I don't know whether it can be directly 

evolved to the half-step eternal state?" 

"It seems that this weapon has reached the time to shine!" 

The corner of Su Lang's mouth twitched, and Xuan even took out the purple golden gourd from the void 

dragon vein heaven. 

Immediately after. 

He also took out a large amount of special incense wishing power crystals needed for the evolution of 

the purple gold gourd. 

The Zijin Gourd had just been condensed, and there was a Sanyan Taichu level! 

at this time. 

It is necessary to evolve it into a Siyan Primordial Realm weapon! 

"system!" 

"Activate the weapon evolution function and evolve the purple gold gourd!" 

With a thought, Su Lang gave instructions to the system. 

Suddenly. 

System prompts sounded one after another! 

"Ding! Consume the special incense and wish power to crystallize *5000000, and the Zijin Gourd has 

evolved into a Siyan Taichu weapon!" 

"Ding! Consumption of special incense wish power crystal *8000000, Zijin gourd evolved into Wuyan 

Taichu weapon!" 

"Ding! Consume..." 

"Ding! The special incense is not enough to crystallize!" 

Six system prompts sounded! 

The Zijin Gourd has evolved to the Jiuyan Primordial Stage! 



There are more than 10 million special aspirations left, but it is still not enough to make it continue to 

evolve. 

"It seems that it is really difficult to evolve it into a half-step eternal weapon." 

"However, after strengthening it, it can also go further, maybe it can reach the half-step eternal level." 

Su Lang thought silently in his heart, and a smile gradually appeared on his face. 

Chapter 2249: Half-step eternal purple gold gourd 

Immediately after. 

Su Lang immediately locked some unnecessary materials and used them as strengthening materials to 

strengthen the Zijin gourd! 

"Ding! Zijin Gourd Strengthen +1!" 

Accompanied by the appearance of system prompts. 

The countless materials disappeared directly, and the base level of the Zijin Gourd of the Jiuyan 

Primordial Stage was enhanced! 

This enhancement directly caused Zijin Gourd to officially enter the half-step eternal state from the 

Jiuyan Realm! ! 

"The first time you strengthen, you will definitely be able to advance to a small level!" 

A glimmer of excitement flashed in Su Lang's eyes, and he immediately looked at the storage space, only 

to see that the materials had been almost consumed. 

After all, the spoils obtained by killing Mi Ling had already strengthened the weapons such as the 

Youtian Sword and the Infinity, which had consumed a lot. 

"Half-step Eternal Realm is already extremely terrifying!" 

"With my strength and the power of the purple golden gourd, it is absolutely impossible to escape from 

the palm of my hand in an ordinary half-step eternity!" 

Su Lang chuckled, before he brought the Zijin gourd to his face, he looked closely. 

However, the appearance of Zijin Gourd did not change much. 

It is still the size of a small vase, the whole body is purple and black, and the whole body contains 

natural golden lines. 

Its breath is still very ordinary, full of the feeling of pretending to be a pig and eating a tiger. 

"Hey!" 

"There is another special incense weapon!" 

"Compared to my'Death to the Great Emperor', the power of this weapon is even more terrifying!" 

"If it can be strengthened to the half-step eternal state, it will be even more abnormal!" 
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Su Lang looked at the money gourd in his hand, and an imperceptible smile was drawn at the corner of 

his mouth. 

He has fully understood and mastered the new Zijin Gourd power effects and display restrictions. 

It is a little different from the magic weapon in the impression of Zijin Gourd. 

This purple gold gourd condensed by special incense, only needs the enemy to agree, even if it is 

accidentally answered, it will be immediately sucked into the gourd! 

In the following, there is no need for a post of "the old man is too anxious as a law or order" to turn it 

into ash. 

As long as Su Lang enters the target of Zijin Gourd, he can kill it with a single thought! 

In short. 

This is a special weapon that is extremely insidious, extremely powerful, and extremely convenient to 

use! 

"I really look forward to it." 

"I hope I have an enemy to give me a try now!" 

Su Lang rubbed his hands excitedly, and then temporarily took the purple golden gourd into the Void 

Dragon Vein Celestial Sect. 

Soon. 

His eyes fell on the other two weapons. 

Seven Treasure Trees and Heart Piercing Locks, after strengthening and evolution, have all reached the 

Jiuyan Prime Stage. 

But this is not enough. 

The incense aspiration power obtained this time is completely enough for them to evolve again! 

"system!" 

"Start the enhanced reset function!" 

With a thought, Su Lang instantly cancelled the strengthening effects of the two weapons. 

Suddenly. 

These two weapons have all disappeared after eight enhancements, and they have been restored to 

Wuyantai primary weapons. 

Immediately afterwards, Su Lang activated the weapon evolution function, evolving the two weapons 

into the Qiyan Primordial Stage, which directly soared the two realms. 

In fact, if most of the incense aspiration power had not been poured into the Purple Gourd Void Dragon 

Vein Celestial Realm, there was a high probability that these two weapons could evolve once. 



But at this time, it was very powerful to evolve to the Qiyan Primordial Beginning Stage. 

After all, this is just a'naked running' state, and we need to strengthen it next! 

Su Lang did not hesitate to activate the one-key enhancement function and directly strengthened the 

two weapons eight times! ! 

Suddenly. 

The power of Qibao Miaoshu and Heart-piercing Locks soared wildly, soaring all the way from the Qiyan 

Primordial Realm to the infinitely close to the half-step Eternal Realm! 

It can be said that they are only a little short of the true half-step eternal state. 

And their power is completely enough to pose a strong threat to Half-Step Eternity! 

It must be known that these two weapons can cause huge trouble to the immortal Emperor Zhou in the 

Jiuyan Realm. 

At this time, their power goes further, and the threat to the Half-Step Eternal Realm is naturally more 

terrifying. 

"Two more weapons that are infinitely close to half-step eternity!" 

Su Lang chuckled, holding two weapons and playing with him lovingly. 

After a while. 

He put these two weapons into the Void Dragon Vein Heaven Realm to continue training. 

With the body world Su Lang possessed at this time, countless believers, it is estimated that it will not be 

long before they will evolve again! 

Chapter 2250: Consolidate another sword 

at this time. 

The system reminds you that you have completed the practice of the Taiyuan primary exercises and 

reached the founding level. 

Su Lang calmly set up a brand-new Taiji exercise method. 

When it comes to exercises. 

Su Lang suddenly thought of his own breaking sword! 

Since getting the function of "the top of the exercises", he has practiced countless exercises, and the 

levels of these exercises have all been promoted to the realm of the beginning! 

But the broken sword at this time was condensed before this. 

"It's also time to update Po Yijian!" 

"Based on my current eternal level ten thousand law unity and infinite profound meaning, I don't know 

how terrifying the condensed broken sword can be!" 
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Su Lang's eyes flickered with expectation, and he immediately issued an instruction to the system: 

"Activate the function of the source of the technique, and give me a brand-new breakthrough sword!" 

"Ding! Begin the deduction of the source of the exercises, breaking a sword and condensing!" 

Accompanied by the appearance of system prompts. 

Countless exercises and profound meanings emerged from the soul of Su Lang in colorful, imaginary and 

wonderful energy fluids. 

Compared to the previous process of condensing and breaking a sword. 

The profound meaning of the exercises that appeared this time, every one is so bright and so strong! 

Tens of millions of wonderful energy fluids of different colors emerged and began to merge with each 

other. 

This process took some time. 

When countless exercises and profound meanings are completely integrated, the real breaking sword 

deduction begins to condense! 

But I saw those colorful, virtual energy fluids condense and condense continuously, forming a sphere! 

The color has gradually changed from colorful to a single color, and it is moving towards a transparent 

state. 

This process takes more time. 

When the entire colorful sphere has experienced color mixing, translucent and fully transparent. 

It exploded fiercely, forming a brand-new Po Yi Sword profound meaning into Su Lang's soul and body! 

So far. 

A brand-new breaking sword condensed by the eternal realm exercise "Ten Thousand Laws into 

One·Infinite Profound Meaning" has appeared! 

This combat technique inherits the previous characteristics and restrains everything! 

And its power is even more powerful, and its restraint is even stronger! 

In the face of this trick, the cultivator at the same level has a few levels lower in defense ability out of 

thin air. 

If it weren't for the abnormal Tianjiao in the same level, he would definitely not be able to stop it for an 

instant! 

Even those half-step eternal powerhouses who can be called Tianjiao absolutely cannot stop a sword! 

"The weapons are good, and the combat skills are good!" 

"In the half-step eternal state, I have no one to beat." 



"I just don't know whether I can fight the real eternal state without condensing the Great Avenue of 

Time!" 

"..." 

Thinking of this, Su Lang's eyes felt eager to try, and there was an urge to go to the Heavenly Jade 

Continent to find the Emperor Mingzhou trouble. 

But he quickly suppressed the impulse in his heart. 

"It's better to be safe." 

"I don't feel my strength right now." 

"When you have enough strength, then go to the trouble of Emperor Yuanmingzhou, and easily solve it 

is the best choice." 

The corner of Su Lang's mouth twitched, Xuan even started to practice. 

of course. 

He has been conducting intelligence detection on the Tianxuan continent. 

After killing Mi Ling, he has been sending clones to the Heavenly Jade Continent. 

At this point, it is almost here! 

Time passed slowly. 

Every minute and every second, the one-key practice function is accumulating countless cultivation skills 

for Su Lang! 

Su Lang is also constantly working hard, using the means of actively promoting crystal wall cells to 

continuously improve himself. 

at the same time. 

Outside the boundless universe, in the Yuanming universe! 

Emperor Zhou successfully used the Time Avenue universe channel array to return here. 

Feeling the familiar taste of this natural universe, Emperor Zhou couldn't help but breathe a sigh of 

relief. 

Immediately after. 

Thick anger and killing intent filled her heart. 

"Time is running out, I have to hurry up to summon the half-step eternal realm powerhouse!" 

Emperor Zhou took a deep breath and immediately took out a large number of mirrors. 

Each of these mirrors is a treasure for contact, and can directly contact those strong under Emperor 

Yuanmingzhou. 



 


